Region Orchestra Results for LCIS Orchestra Members 2019

Format: OVERALL RANK: NAME, Chair placement

*= Prize for top 4 chairs in a section

**Violins: 159 auditioned**

**Full Orchestra (Symphony Region)**

2. Isaac Pan* Violin 1, 2\textsuperscript{nd} chair
7. Suri Xu Violin 1, 7\textsuperscript{th} chair
11. Lacee Tran-Browning Violin 1, 11\textsuperscript{th} chair
21. Caleb Keown* Violin 2, 1\textsuperscript{st} chair
26. Bryan Stevens Violin 2, 6\textsuperscript{th} chair
27. David Corvaglia Violin 2, 7\textsuperscript{th} chair
28. Ethan Ha Violin 2, 8\textsuperscript{th} chair
34. Andrew Patterson Violin 2, 14\textsuperscript{th} chair

**String Orchestra Region**

56. Wesley Ashworth Violin 1, 16\textsuperscript{th} chair
58. Natalie Melendrez* Violin 2, 2\textsuperscript{nd} chair
60. Sama Albustami* Violin 2, 4\textsuperscript{th} chair
64. Joia Glover Violin 2, 8\textsuperscript{th} chair

**66. Alma Roshan-Zamir Violin 2, 10\textsuperscript{th} chair**

Not Selected:
73. Will Macchi
77. Ani Rafalik
79. Vivi Nguyen
82. Connor Clements
83. Drayton Park
92. Nicole Brown
98. Sophia Tran
109. Jara Arenas
121. Alyssa Estrella
122. Evan Phan
125. Sai Yen
127. Naazneen Udawala
140. Calvin Hardick
151. Abigail Glasscock
**Violas: 66 auditioned**

Format: OVERALL RANK: NAME, Chair placement

*= Prize for top 4 chairs in a section

**Full Orchestra (Symphony Region)**

2. Carmen Pate*, 2\textsuperscript{nd} chair

15. Dillon Purvis, 15\textsuperscript{th} chair

**String Region Orchestra**

18. Andrew Nguyen*, 2\textsuperscript{nd} chair

25. Leila Embry, 9\textsuperscript{th} chair

Not Selected:

30. Anna Baggerman
31. Lara Bertelsmann
32. Daria Dabideen
34. Amy Tran
41. Cayden Stathakos
49. Will Nolan
50. Leo Tchoulanov-Ezhevsky
52. Craven Clark
56. Jaden Butcher
59. Hannah Doyle
60. Chelsea Harrington
**Cellos: 69 auditioned**

Format: OVERALL RANK: NAME, Chair placement

*= Prize for top 4 chairs in a section

**Full Orchestra (Symphony Region)**

1. Eve Hewett*, 1st chair
16. Jameson Langston, 16th chair

**String Region Orchestra**

18. Ryan Rocha*, 2nd chair

21. Sophia Miculka, 5th chair

Not Selected

31. Alex Elliott
33. Alison Figueroa
36. Lauryn Vital
41. Gideon Ryan
43. Nathan Thompson
51. Lauren Humble
56. Bhavini Patel
59. Adam Bettayeb

**Basses: 27 auditioned**

Format: OVERALL RANK: NAME, Chair placement

*= Prize for top 4 chairs in a section

**Full Orchestra (Symphony Region)**

2. Jonah Loper*, 2nd chair
4. Jasmine Smith*, 4th chair
7. Matthew Baumer, 7th chair

**String Region Orchestra**

12. Matthew Stromfeld*, 4th chair
13. Ryan Farrar, 5th chair
14. Cole Zuteck, 6th chair

Not Selected:

19. Dillon Wenger
21. Cole D’Onofrio